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							France ►
											Our Resorts: Traditional high quality skiing in modern purpose built resorts that offer both diverse skiing and evening activities
												[image: La Plagne]
La Plagne
Unique 'ski in and ski out' chalets with 225km/445km pistes 
	[image: Les Deux Alpes]
Les Deux Alpes
'Ski in and ski out' 220km resort with a 12km return ski to hotel 
	[image: Praz de Lys]
Praz de Lys
321ski exclusive - 'ski in and ski out' Mt Blanc 
	[image: Les Menuires (3 Valleys)]
Les Menuires (3 Valleys)
An excellent resort that is a World Leader for early and late seaason skiing 
	[image: Megeve]
Megeve
445km skiing for all abilities in Mt Blanc 
	[image: Les Contamines]
Les Contamines
High 122km resort alongside Mt Blanc 
	[image: Crest Voland]
Crest Voland
Hidden gem that offers 185km doorstep skiing. Ssshhh! 
	[image: Monetier Les Bains]
Monetier Les Bains
Part of the Serre Chavalier resort but less busy! 
	[image: Montgenevre]
Montgenevre
Unspoilt French resort with access to 440km skiing across two countries 



	Italy ►
											Our Resorts: Excellent value, some of the best European skiing, excellent food and less busy than other European resorts
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Sestriere
440km and superb resort for school groups
	[image: Madonna di Campligio]
Madonna di Campligio
Picture perfect fashionable ski resort 
	[image: Claviere]
Claviere
440km in a half French/half Italian resort
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Sansicario
Olympic Resort with Ski in and Ski out
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Montecampione
60km doorstep skiing in a quaint small resort 
	[image: Folgarida]
Folgarida
180km 'ski in and ski out' hotel - 321ski exclusive 
	[image: Passo Tonale]
Passo Tonale
120km glacier resort with doorstep skiing 
	[image: Folgaria]
Folgaria
Tried and Tested' 130km resort 
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Ponti di Legno
High, snow sure, chic and exclusive 321ski resort 
	[image: Lavarone]
Lavarone
Excellent safeguarding resort at great value 
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Prato Nevoso
Ski in and Ski out' hotels with 130km of varied skiing 
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Aprica
North facing pistes makes this 80km resort snow-sure 
	[image: Piancavello]
Piancavello
50km sized resort that hosts World Cups 



	Canada ►
											Our Resorts: The original winter paradise... After you've experienced Canada you don't look back. Fortunately 321ski have Canadians on our staff to advise...
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Jasper (Rockies)
UNESCO Heritage Park skiing with further enrichment learning 
	[image: Whistler (British Columbia)]
Whistler (British Columbia)
Home of the Vancouver 2010 Winter Olympics 
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Kicking Horse (British Columbia)
Exclusive to 321ski for school ski trips... 
	[image: Panorama (British Columbia)]
Panorama (British Columbia)
Highest Vertical Drop with doorstep skiing 
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Banff (Rockies)
Home of the Winter Olympics 1988 and you can see why... 
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Mont Sainte Anne (Quebec)
Another half of a quality ski safari in Quebec 
	[image: Mt Tremblant (Quebec)]
Mt Tremblant (Quebec)
One mountain enough for the week in Quebec! 
	[image: Stoneham Mountain Resort (Quebec)]
Stoneham Mountain Resort (Quebec)
Often paired with Mont Sainte Anne 



	USA (East Coast) ►
											Our Resorts: Unique US hospitality, everyone speaking English and a strict alcohol law makes US skiing a winner!
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Sunday River (Maine)
Doorstep skiing with eight connected peaks
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Sugarloaf (Maine)
Huge vertical drop with 'ski in and ski out' condos
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Stowe (Vermont)
Exclusive resort with picturesque skiing
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Killington (Vermont)
Large mountain to satisfy all standards 
	[image: Smugglers Notch (Vermont)]
Smugglers Notch (Vermont)
Ranked #1 Child Friendly Resort in E USA 
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Cannon (New Hampshire)
Dedicated beginner and advanced areas with new lifts
	[image: Loon (New Hampshire)]
Loon (New Hampshire)
97% snowmaking and diverse pistes
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Waterville (New Hampshire)
52 trails, high altitude and great value
	[image: Bretton Woods (New Hampshire)]
Bretton Woods (New Hampshire)
The largest ski area in New Hampshire - extensive and fun ! 
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Attitash (New Hampshire)
Winding, large selection of trails and great location 
	[image: Cranmore (New Hampshire)]
Cranmore (New Hampshire)
Stunning skiing and close to tax free shopping, tubing and other activities 
	[image: Wildcat (New Hampshire)]
Wildcat (New Hampshire)
Improved lifts, wide pistes and good snow-making  



	USA (West Coast) ►
											Our Resorts: Large snowfalls, dedicated resorts and pistes far from other school groups...what's not to like ?
												[image: Winter Park (Colorado - Rockies)]
Winter Park (Colorado - Rockies)
High snow-sure resort in the stunning Rockies
	[image: Heavenly (South Lake Tahoe)]
Heavenly (South Lake Tahoe)
Great snow record and ideal accommodation package
	[image: Sugar Bowl (North Lake Tahoe)]
Sugar Bowl (North Lake Tahoe)
Exclusive to 321ski - no other British school groups... 
	[image: Mammoth Mountain (California)]
Mammoth Mountain (California)
The California premier ski resort -pair it with an LA stopover 



	Austria ►
											Our Resorts: High ski resorts typically set in historic mountain villages which offer schools extensive skiing
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Bad Kleinkirchheim
Home of Champion Downhillers with a modern lift system 
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Radstadt
860km of high level skiing with excellent apres-ski 
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Schladming
Sister village to Radstadt in the Ski Amade 
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Maria Alm Hochkonig
The highest parts of the Ski Amade offering high snow-sure pistes 
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Bad Gastein
Highest resort in Austria with excellent intermediate challenges 
	[image: Zell am See]
Zell am See
Probably the prettiest Austrian resort with a 3200m glacier 
	[image: Kitzbuhel]
Kitzbuhel
Medieval market town that is tried and tested 
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St Johann in Tirol
Tree-lined pistes and nearby apres-ski 
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Westendorf
290km SkiWelt circuit that has recently had heavy investment 
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Neukirchen
Medium sized resort with the world's longest toboggan run - 14km 
	[image: Wildschonau]
Wildschonau
Four inter-linked villages that provide a real authentic Austrian experience 
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Obertauern
High, circling pistes above the villages in this snow-sure resort 



	Andorra ►
											Our Resorts: Good value with doorstep resorts makes Andorra a winner with many schools
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Vallnord
Great value doorstep skiing resort 



	Spain ►
											Our Resorts: Set high in snow sure mountains, Spain has recently invested heavily in their ski industry. The result? Extensive doorstep skiing for our 321ski groups
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Alp2500
Excellent value and doorstep skiing 
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Sierra Nevada
High snow-sure skiing 3000m+ 
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     	321ski are different as our school ski trips are based upon professional teaching standards, due to our experiences on these same trips as fellow teachers. Return to the homepage.
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